
Single tube curved stairlifts



Handicare has an established heritage of installing 
stairlifts. Over time our understanding of what 

makes a stairlift a great stairlift has grown and allowed 
us to develop a range that can offer a stairlift solution 
for most homes. 

Handicare’s single tube curved bespoke stairlifts are 
ideally suited to staircases that turn a corner, are very 
steep, or are particularly narrow. Available with a range 
of seating systems, and optional powered features, 
you can specify a stairlift solution that is perfectly 
suited to meeting your needs today and in the future.

The unit runs along a single tubular rail which is 
designed to hug the edge of your staircase closely 
whilst leaving the rest of the staircase clear for  
other users. 

The benefits of a Freelift stairlift from Handicare
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Safety as standard

Handicare places the highest priority on safety and 
reliability. Our stairlifts are fitted with multiple safety 
edges as standard to prevent the stairlift from moving 
towards any obstruction encountered during travel.

Peace of mind

Our quality assurance systems mean that you can 
choose a Handicare Stairlift with confidence. All our 
stairlifts come with a battery back up so you know  
that, even in the event of a power cut, your stairlift  
will continue to work. Your Handicare stairlift will also 
have audio and visual warnings to alert you if the lift  
is not parked in the correct position on the rail.

The rail system is the same regardless of which side 
of the stairs it is situated, or if it travels over multiple 
floors only the model name will change. 

If the rail follows the shorter (internal) edge of the 
staircase your stairlift will be a Rembrandt, if it follows 
the longer (external) edge it will be a Van Gogh. The 
Vermeer is used for installations that cover more that 
one storey.



Classic
The popular contoured Classic seat has an 
attractive leather effect finish. Made from 
durable, non-slip polyurethane, it is hard 
wearing and easy to keep clean.
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Upholstery Colour Choices

Handicare’s Freelift Stairlift range offers you the choice 
of different stairlift seats, each of them available in 
a range of colours so you can choose the style and 
colour most suited to your needs.

A seat for every user

Elegance
The new leather effect Elegance seat is lightly 
padded and offers a harmonious combination 
of elegant design and sophisticated comfort.

Upholstery Colour Choices
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45° Downward Facing Seat and Angled Footplate
This seat is positioned at 45° to the wall which means that where a 
stairwell is particularly narrow, or a user has limited knee flexion, you 
can fit a Van Gogh with a 45° seat and angled footplate. This option 
could help avoid the inconvenience of major building adaptations,  
or the installation of a through the floor lift. This option is available  
with the Elegance and Classic seating systems.

Space Saving Design
The arm rests and footplate can 
be folded away easily, maximising 
the clear space on the stairs.

Joystick
This easy to use robust 
control can be positioned 
on the left or right arm.

Key Switch
The key can be 
removed to prevent 
unauthorised use.

Seat features

Retractable 
Safety Belt
Fitted as standard 
for your protection 
and security.

Remote control
Requiring only light 
pressure on the call 
and send buttons, 
the lift is always 
within easy reach. 
It also allows you to 
park the lift at either  
end of the track.

Footplate Link*
Simultaneously 
folds up with seat.

*Optional

Manual Swivel
The push down 
lever turns the 
seat enabling safe 
mounting and 
dismounting.

Powered Swivel*
The joystick can  
be used to turn 
the seat making it 
even easier to use.



Every Handicare curved stairlift is designed to suit the 
individual staircase. We will use advanced computer 
technology to ensure we design a rail that is the best 
possible fit for your staircase. 

Drop nose
Handicare’s tight-fitting drop nose rail can save having 
to fit a hinged track at the bottom of the stairs. 

Choice of rail colours
With a choice of three standard rail colours; cream, 
brown and light grey, you can be sure to find an 
option to suit your décor.

A tailor made solution

Automatic folding hinge
To avoid causing an obstruction at the bottom of 
the stairs where there is a doorway for example, an 
automatic hinged rail with safety system is available. 

This will automatically raise and lower the bottom 
section of the rail thereby removing any obstruction 
at ground level.

Handicare helping make every day life easier

At Handicare we understand that restricted mobility 
can cause different challenges for different people. 
Our aim is to provide products to help overcome as 
many of these challenges as we can by providing 
safe and reliable quality solutions worldwide. 
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Please be aware that actual colours and specifications may vary slightly from those shown. 
All information is provided in good faith but does not constitute a guarantee. Handicare 
Accessibility reserves the right to alter designs and specifications without prior notice.

Also available  
from Handicare

Mobility solutions
Including award winning  
walking aids

Bathing solutions 
Including bath lifts with a choice  
of fixed or recline positions


